079-6105053نماذج امتحان انجليزي تجريبية شاملة للمستويين ( الدورة التكميلية ) رائد الناطور
Read the following text carefully, and then in your ANSWER BOOKLET answer all the
questions that follow. Your answers should be based on the text:
The King Hussein Cancer Center (KHCC) is Jordan’s only comprehensive cancer treatment
centre. It treats both adult and paediatric patients. As the population of the country increases, more
and more families will rely on the hospital for cancer treatment. Patients come not only from
Jordan but also from other countries in the region, as they are attracted by its excellent reputation,
lower costs, and cultural and language similarities.
In order to cope with the increase in demand for treatment, the KHCC has begun an expansion
programme. Building started in 2011 CE. The hospital will have more than doubled its capacity
by 2016 CE, increasing space for new cancer cases from 3,500 per year to 9,000.
By then, they will have added 182 extra beds, along with bigger units for different departments,
including radiotherapy. New adult and paediatric wards will have opened. Additionally, they will
have built a special ten-floor outpatients’ building, with an education centre which will include
teaching rooms and a library.
Many cancer patients live far away from Amman, where the KHCC is located, and the journey
to and from the hospital is often difficult. For this reason, there are plans to extend cancer care
facilities to other parts of Jordan. In the near future, King Abdullah University Hospital in Irbid
hopes to set up radiotherapy machines, so that cancer patients from northern Jordan will not have
to go to Amman for radiotherapy treatment.
Question Number One:
1. Patients from different countries come to treat in The King Hussein Cancer center for many
reasons. Write down three of these reasons.
2. What does the underlined word “its'' refer to?
3. Quote the sentence which shows that there is an increasing demand to treat the cancer.
4. The writer states that two wards will have been opened in the future. Write them down.
5. Find a phrase in the text that means “deal successfully with” .
6. The writer states two reasons to extend cancer care facilities to other part of Jordan for two
reasons. Write down these two reasons.
7. The (KHCC) is a centre for treatment cancer but it can play a vital role in marketing Jordan
therapeutically. Think of this statement; and in two lines write down your point of view?
SEE PAGE TWO ….

PAGE TWO
A. Literature spot: ( 6 points )
Read the following lines from “A Green Cornfield”, and then answer the questions that follow:
To right and left beside my walks;
I knew he had a nest unseen
Somewhere among the million stalks.
And as I paused to hear his song
While swift the sunny moments slid,
1. What does a bird do in a nest?
2. Does swift mean slow or fast?
Question Number Two: ( 40 POINTS )
A. Choose the suitable item from those given to complete each of the following sentences.
Write your answers in your ANSWERBOOKLET.
( 20 POINTS )
reputation ,

optimistic ,

trials ,

seminars ,

sanitation

1. Fatima’s job requires her to attend important conferences and …………….around the world.
2. Never give up, try to be ……………………………….. even if you lose everything.
3. Many communities still suffer from lack of clean drinking water and ………………...
4. Petra has a ……………………… as a fascinating place to visit.
B. Choose the suitable item from those given to complete each of the following sentences
and write it down in your ANSWER BOOKLET. ( 20 POINTS )
1. Thank you for help, I really……………………………………………………….it.
(appreciation , appreciate , appreciated )
2. Congratulations on a very………………………………. business deal.
(succeed

, successfully ,

successful )

3. Our national team is now well ………………….for the second round of the competition.
( qualify , qualification

,

qualified )

4. Have you seen Nasser's -------------------------------- of postcards? He's got hundreds!
(collective , collection , collect )
SEE PAGE THREE…..
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Question Number Three :
A. Choose the correct form of the verbs from those given to complete each of the following
sentences and write it down in your ANSWER BOOKLET.
1. Don’t interrupt me! I ……………………… of my exam now.
( will think , am thinking , was thinking , are thinking)
2. In the past, our grandparents ………………….... us stories at bedtime.
( is used to telling , used to tell , use to tell , are used to telling )
3. If Dania …………………. ill yesterday, she wouldn’t have missed the exam.
( hadn’t been , wasn’t , hadn’t , hasn’t been )
4. I didn’t enjoy the film last night. I wish I ………………………..early.
( hadn’t sleep , slept , had slept , hasn’t slept )
5. Spanish …………………… by more than 300 million of people.
( was spoken , spoke , is spoken , were spoken )
6. “I will finish my project next week”.
Ali said that he ………………………… his project the following week.
( finish , will finish , would finish , finishes )
7. The book that you ordered ………………….. by the end of the week.
( will have arrived , will arrive , will be arriving , is going to arrive )
8. My mother was tired, she ………………… all afternoon for a special family dinner.
(cooked , is cooking , had been cooking , have been cooking )
9. Our team didn’t …………………….. under the pressure.
( used to playing , used to play , use to play , use playing )
10. After Nadia had helped her mother to prepare lunch, she ……………….. to the library.
( went , go , have gone , gone )
B. Complete each of the following items so that the new item has a similar meaning to the
one before it, and writes it down in your ANSWER BOOKLET.
1. Have you ever been to Canada?
Could you tell me ………………………………………………………………...………….?
2. It is normal for soldiers to shave their beard.
Soldiers ………………………………………………………………………………………. .
3. The cheapest thing on the menu is orange juice.
The least ………………………………………………………………………………………. .
4. Prince Ali Ibn Al-Hussein supports and founds our national team.
The person ……………………………………………………………………………………. .
5. Oh! I haven’t got a high mark.
I wish ……………………………………………………………….……………...…………..
6. It is claimed that we remember things we hear in our sleep.
Sociologists ………………………………..………………………………………………….
7. Silver isn’t as precious as gold.
Gold ………………………………………………………………………………………..
See Page Four……
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Question number Four: ( 30 points )
Choose the suitable item from those given below to computer each of the following
sentences and write it down in your ANSWER BOOCKLET.
1. These day, most people communicate ………………….each other via social media.
( up ,
on
,
at
, with )
2. Hakeem will take the job offer ………………………..it’s part-time – he hasn’t finished
her university studies yet.
(as long as , provided that
, when , even if )
3. I haven’t got as ……………..homework as my brother.
(many
,
more
, less , much )
4. Lubna bought her shoes from the shop …………………… I met you.
( where , who , when , which )
5. We needed warm clothes when we went to London. We ……….….…..the cold weather.
( didn’t used to , use to , weren’t used to , are use to )
6. We are late. If only we ………………………. the earlier bus.
( catch , hadn’t caught , had caught , have caught )
Question Number FIVE: ( 30 points )
A. EDITING:
( 10 points)
Imagine you are an editor in the Jordan times. You are asked to edit the following lines
that have five underlined mistakes. Correct these mistakes and write the answers down in
your ANSWER BOOCKLET.
When you are using a computer, think about the technolojy that is needed for it to work.
People have been used types of computers for thousands of years , A metal mashine was
found on the seabed in Greece that is more than 2,000 years ago.
B. GUIDED WRITING
( 6 points )
Read the information below, and write two sentences about the benefits of doing an
internship.
Benefits of doing an internship.
 find work in a crowded job market
 provide track record in a particular area of work.
 get valuable work experience.
 develop self –confidents for participants.
C. FREE WRITING: ( 14 points)
In your ANSWER BOOKLET, write a composition of about 80 words on ONE of the
following:
The role of the Internet in communication has double-edge. Write an essay about the
advantages and disadvantages of the Internet.

االجابة النموذجية
Question Number One:
1. Any three of the following:
excellent reputation, lower costs, and cultural and language similarities.
2. its: The King Hussein Cancer Center.
3. In order to cope with the increase in demand for treatment, the KHCC has begun an expansion
programme.
4. New adult and paediatric.
5. cope with..
6. Many cancer patients live far away from Amman, and the journey to and from the hospital is
often difficult.
7. Open Answer.
B. Literature spot: ( 6 points )
1. It lays eggs.
2. fast
Question Number Two: ( 40 POINTS )
A. 1. seminars
2. optimistic
B. 1. appreciate
2. successful

3. sanitation
3. qualified

4. reputation
4. collection

Question Number Three :
A.
1. am thinking 2. used to tell 3. hadn’t been 4. had slept 5. is spoken 6. would finish
7. will have arrived 8. had been cooking 9. use to play 10. went
B.
1. Could you tell me if you have ever been to Canada.
2. Soldiers are used to shaving their beards.
3. The least expensive thing in the menu is orange juice.
4. The person who support and founds our national team is Prince Ali Ibn Al-Hussein.
5. I wish I had got a high mark.
6. Sociologists claim that we remember things we hear in our sleep.
7. Gold is more precious than silver.

Question number Four: ( 30 points )
1. with 2. provided that 3. much 4.where 5. weren’t used to 6. had caught
Question Number FIVE: ( 30 points )
D. EDITING:
( 10 points)
1. technology
2. using
3. .
4. machine
5. was
E. GUIDED WRITING
( 6 points )
اي جملتين تامتين
F. FREE WRITING: ( 14 points) Open Answer.

